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Hybrid maize originated directly from studies on heredity G. H. Shull 
that vvere designed initially not to solve a practical problem but rather to gain insight 
into a theoretical question. Shull was interested in the genetic basis of kernel-row 
number in Zea m.ay8, a quantitatively varying character. The experimental procedures 
he involved inbreeding maize by continued self-fertilization, and crossbreeding. 
The observed results of these processes were striking and unexpected. They quite over-, 
shadowed the earlier inte1·est of kernel-row number. Shull perceived the significance of 
his findings for improving the maize plant a radically new method. He then outlined, 
in the first decade of this century, with a degree of foresightedness at which we can 
only marvel today, the essential procedures whereby maize may be bred to previously 
unattained levels of excellence. 

Three broad periods may be recognized during which the biological concepts and 
techniques underlying hybrid maize were developed. There is, first, the period during 
which Darwin, l\Iendel, and Johannsen worked. The publication in 1859 of Darwin's 
Origin of Species ushered in a ne\v era in biology. The results of Darwin's experi
ments on inbreeding and crossbreeding, which were the most constructive performed up 
to that time, were brought together in a volume which he entitled "The Efj'ects of 
Cro8s- a.nd Self-fertilization in the Yegetnble Kingdom", published in 1877. l\Iendel'E 
epoch-making studies on inheritance in the garden pea, \vhich provided the key to un
derstanding heredity, \vere reported in 1865. They were long neglected, and came to 
general attention only in 1900. W. Johannsen, the Danish plant ph.rsiologist, published 
his classical work on pure lines in the common bean, as natural products of continued 
self-fertilization, in 1903. We may consider the latter date as marking the end of the 
first period. 

The significance for maize breeding of the concepts of heredity and evolution, with 
\'>'hose beginnings the names of JVIendel, Darwin, and Johannsen are associated, were 
demonstrated during the second of the three historical periods I have chosen to re
cognize. This period was dominated by the experimental work of G. H. Shull and of 
E. l\I. East on inbreeding and crossbreeding maize. The critical investigations were 
carried out between 1905 and 1912. 

The third stage in the evolution of hybrid maize \Vas characterized by adaptive re
search, concerned \Vith numerous and varied technological problems encountered by 
breeders the ansvvers to which were not forthcoming either from genetic theory or from 
prior experience in developing open pollinated varieties. This stage began with D. F. 
Jones' key discovery of the double cross as a practical means of producing commer
cial seed. Up to the time of Jones' invention there was little basis for thinking that 
the potential advantages of hybrid maize, clearly foreshadowed by the observations of 
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Shull and East, could be broadly realized in Both Shull and East 
had c:oncluded that the production of L hybrid seed directb' t·,yo inbred 
lines would be prohibitively expen,;iye .. Jone:o' douhle-cro8s method. of courH?, re>moved 
thi,; block to the extensive use of controlled hybridity in maize. It alw mark<Cd 
ing in the attitude of agricultural lendt•r,: in the l'nited State:< toward 
nomic: of h~'brid maize. As a the decade ~hat followed. 
maize breeding JH·ograms were funded and 
BelL Some of these programs \Yere public!~- ot ht:l":-' W\'l'e 
They haw been abundantly productive. 

It o;hould bP noted in passing that hybrid maize mark,: an inf!Pction 
of agricultural research. Hybrid com flrst gave 

public identifleation in the ·united States. The significance of the achieYenwnt ha-, ,;inr:P 

been recognized around the earth. A re1mlt has been a quickuning infhH"lH:<' on agri
~:ultural research everywhere. This fact is of special significance at the pre.~ent 
in human affairs. The earth'::< exploding population threaten;.; a food famillf'. 
the population of the earth must be brought under control if a gTeat human 
is to be avoided. The now widespread rew1lution in agriculture, \Vhich recein:d an ini
tial major impetus from hybrid maize breeding, significant]~- extends the ri.me 
which a rational balance between population and the food can be attairwd. 

Darwin's Studies on Self- and Cross-fertilization 

Darwin was the first to formulate general principles conc:erning th-:• 
effects of inbrt>eding and crossbreeding. Xumerous examples of h,vbrid vigor had been 
reeorded b~' horticulturists before Darwin's time. Kolreuter and Knight, for 
noted the phenomenon late in the 18th century. Gartner, in 1849, showed that hybrid 
Yigor not only -was of widespread occurrence among flowering plants but also was per
vasive in its effects on the individual. Darwin himself compared the vigor of 3elf- and 
cross-pollinated plants of several different species. Close inbreeding was ob:;u-yed to 
decrease vigor and fertility, whereas these qualities often were enhanced in crosses be
t-vveen different stocks. Darwin dre\V the significant conclu~ion that the vigor as:<ociatec! 
with hybridity does not result from the mere union of two distinct indi\iduals but from 
the fact that the ::;exual elements united differ from each oiheL Ht' was wrong· in 
thinking, however, that such differentiation was a direct result of expo~un: uf the an
cestral stocks to unlike environmental conditions, as Lamarck preyiousb· had argued. 
Darwin demonstrated that lack of health in a parent was not a condition of in 
hybrid offspring. Crosses between different healthy individuals often yielded conspi
cuously vigorous offspring. Danvin \Yas unaware of l\Iendelian inheritance and so wa" 
unable to answer the question whether the ill effects of inbreeding proeeeded from in
breeding as such or was a result of the inheritance recei\·ed. Also he could not deter
mine whether the deleterious effects of self-fertilization levelled off or continued inde
finitely through successive generations. 

Mendel 

Mendel's demonstration that the genetic substance is discrete and particulate 1vas 
basic, of course, for the elucidation of problems of heredity in generaL Hi::: \Vork pro
vided a key to the understanding of inbreeding and crossbreeding which Johannsen, 
Shull, and East eventually were to utilize in interpreting the results of their I:'Xperi
mental studies in this field. 

l\Iendel's conclusions regarding the effects of crossbreedin!l and of inbreeding by 



self-fertilization are of direct for our preseni :\Iendel showed that 
two lines of peas known to differ in specific wa:n; led to hererozyg-osis in the 

immediate offspring for the contra.~ting determinants for these characters. The hetPro-
condition could not be fixed. :\Iendel demonstrated that as result 

of the self-fertilization that prevails in the pea. there \\·as an ord(•rly return 
among the de;;cend:mto' of such 

to his tlwory of heredity, the number of 
He pointed out that. 

gene pairs \Yas reduced 
one-half in each generation by self-fertilization, and that the number of kinds of 1·esuit-
ing homozygous genotypes \Ya:-c function of the amount of lH~terozn;o,;is in the 
foundation 

:\Iendel directly demon~trated that all the constant c-ombinations by the 
asso1·tment of the seyen differentiating characters he ;;tudied were aetually obtained in 
his Yarious experiments. Their numebr was 2''=128. :\Iendel offered this obsenoation as 
practical that "The constant characters which appear in the several \·arieties of 
a group of plants may be obtained in all the association>' vYhich are po:-1sible according· 
to the mathematical law:-1 of combination, me.antl of artiti.eial fertilization." This state
ment, published Mendel in 18613, embodies the idea in the pure liEe as 

to naturally self-fertilized plants and enunciated Johannsen in HJO:). Also it 
is the central statistical concept underlying G. H. Shull's 1908 paper on "Th 

o Field of lviaize" and his 1909 article entitled "A Pure Lin!? :vlethod Corn 
Thus Mendel's experiments on the garden pea provided the basis for a 

1·ational interpretation of the evidence on inbreeding and crossbreeding available when 
controlled h.vbridization \Vas first envisaged as a method of producing superior maize. 

Johannsen's Pure Line Theory 

Johannsen's work on pure lines in the common bean, published in 1908, was a 
major step forward in understanding the composition of varieties of cultivated plants. 
For a half century after Darwin, who was unable to resolve the problem, the effects of 
selection were widely misunderstood. Darwin believed that any species or variety would 
be continually changed in the direction of sPlection if a certain type of individual was 
chosen for propagation in each generation. This mistaken idea was rectif1Pd only after 
Johannsen had distinguished sharply between genotype and phenotype and had demon
strated that in regularly self-pollinated species, like the common bean, the indidduals 
making up a population were homozygotes. The self-pollinated descendants of each such 
homozygote he designated a pure line. In a classical set of experiments .J ohanm;en 
showed that selection within a pure line was vvholl~' ineffective in shifting thP type. 

The experimental material .Johannsen used was a common, brown bean known in 
the trade as the Princess variety. The character he studied was se.ed \Voight. He showed 
that the Princess variety was genetically heterogenpous for seed weight. The variety 
consisted, in fact, of a mixture of genotypes conditioning seed weight that could be 
separated from each other by establishing lineages of plants each based on a single seed. 

Mende. I had shown that continued self-fertilization leads to homozygosis, and .J o
hannsen experimentally established the fact that an unselected eommercial variety of 
a self-pollinated species consisted of a mixture of homozygous genotypes. \Ve can see 
that, at this point, it was but one step in theory to the conclusion which Shull drew 
only fin' years later that if self-pollination were enforced on a naturally cross-pollinated 
species like maize, for example, an initially heterogeneous and heterozygous population 
of plants comprising a cultivated variety also could be transformed into an assemblagp 
of more or less distinetive pure lines. 
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G. H. Shull and E. M. East, :Funders of Hybrid Maize Breeding 

We come no•v to the scientific work ·which initiated 
This research waf' done G. H. Shull, a staff member at the Station 
Evolution at Cold Spring Harbor on Long Island, X ew York, and FJ. l\L 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station at Ne\V Haven. 

Attempts were made by several American to the time of Shull 
and East to utilize systematically the vigor associated w·ith hybridity in the improve
ment of maize. l\Iost of these attempts trace to the interest which Darwin's publica
tions aroused in the effects of inbreeding and crossbreeding. The first prominent Ameri
can advocate of Darwin's views on organic eyolution was A.sa Gray, Professor of Botany 
at Haryard University. One of Gray's former students, IV. J. Beal, a staff member 
at l\Iichigan Agricultural College, reported in 1878 that a cross between two locally 
adapted maize varieties gave a 10 per cent increase in yield over the parents. Cor
roboratiye evidence was published in 1881 and 1882. Beal advocated the production of 
hybrid seed by planting two varieties in alternate rows one of which was to be detas
seled so that the seed borne by it would have resulted from crossing with the other 
strain. 

Additional attempts to bring hybrid vigor under control for the betterment of maize 
were made at the University of Illinois previous to 1905, and were fostered especially 
by Eugene Davenport and P. G. Holden, both of whom had studied under Beal at lVIi
chigan. McCluer, a horticulturist at Illinois in 1892, and also JHorrow and Gardner in 
1893, again showed that certain F\ varietal hybrids were superior in yield to parental 
strains. Holden, invited by Davenport to become Professor of Agricultural Physics at 
Illinois in 1895, began an intensive program of self-fertilization in maize in 1895, and 
subsequently crossed inbred lines he had produced. He observed that crosses between 
distinct inbred strains differed widely in yield. Holden left Illinois in 1900. The Illi
nois maize inyestigations then took a new direction under the leadership of C. G. Hop
kins, who sought to inerease protein content of the maize kernel by selection. It is in
teresting to note that E. l\L East, then a graduate student in agriculture at the Uni
versity of Illinois, began his work with maize as a chemical analyst in Hopkin's labora
tory in 1900, and that East's appointment at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment 
Station five years later was on Hopkin's recommendation to Director Jenkins who was 
seeking a man qualified to undertake investigations on improvement of the chemical 
composition of maize. It was at this stage in his career, howeyer, that East's interest 
in science came to focus in heredity rather than chemistry. 

Two significant deYelopments in theoretical genetics of importance for hybrid maize 
breeding had occurred by 1905, at which time the research interests of Shull and East 
turned in this direction. (1) l\Iendel's \York on the mechanism of heredity had been brought 
to the general attention of biologists, and ( 2) Johannsen's investigations on pure lines 
in the bean had provided the first clear insights, in terms of Mendelian heredity, into 
the composition of populations of naturally self-fertilized plants. The next major step 
toward hybrid corn was the extension, in effect, of the concepts that Mendel and Johann
sen had established to populations of the cross-pollinated species, Zea mays itself. The 
step was effected by Shull in a brilliant series of experiments at Cold Spring Harbor, 
the results of which East impressively confirmed at New Haven at about the same time. 

In a remarkable paper published in 1908 under the title "The Composition of a 
Field of Maize" Shull showed that continued self-fertilization resolved an ordinary strain 
of maize into a collection of relatively stable biotypes (or elementary species, as he 
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cbange in 

to l'tview in this article amount of adaptin: research 
that has on maize, e\·en in outline. Critical summaries of 
mueh of it were 1958 by R. W .. JugHlheimer in 
and Seecl .Production" and H. K. in 1968 in a book entitled "A. 

of Hybrid Corn'', members of this audience are engaged in studies 
Yital for real.ization of the potential gains inherent in the controlled use, on a mass 

of hybridity in maize in their respective geographical areas. A principal purpose 
of thi:3 meeting is to consider together hov; best to advance these in 
southeast Asia. :u,,· task, howt'ver, iCJ more generaL 

There are bvo particular topics in this area on which l shall c:omnwnt, however 
. One is c.vtoplasmic male stel'ility and the other is the genetic basis of hetero:o;i,:. 

Cytoplasmic Male Sterility 

A recent triumph in hybrid maize breeding has been elimination of the need for 
hand detasseling in fields by the use of eytoplasmically determined male sterili
ty. An essential aspect of thiR genetie system of mating control is the restoration of 
male fertility, as de,ired, by utilizing genes that oYenide the effect of the 
cally borne pollen sterility determinants. 

Fifteen ,\'ears ago, before the genetic control of male fertilit;: was wide!,\· used, it 
was estimated that detasseling the female rows in a commercial crossing field cost about 
S20.00 (U.S.) per acre. Training and supervising the large number of h•mporary workers 
employed in detasseling was especially troublesome to st?ed producers. The hand method 
of converting the normally monoecious maize plant into a functionall? pistillate indivi
dual has nm;; been almost entirely replaeed in the United States by the use of cyto
plasmically determined male sterility, which effects the same change. 

An outline of the biological research underlying this industrial application of male 
sterility \Vill be of interest. 

Cytoplasmically controlled male sterility of the type nmv used in the production 



Dnvick ! I%5) 111 a recent n·view. that the of 
now mo.st widely used in maize breeding a c;ingle 
Rog·ers in Texas in 1944 in a Imo\\'ll as Golden .June. At 

least one other kind of male sterilit~· determinant occurs in maize ! tlw :-;o-
callc;d GSDA source), and there may be a few otht<r:'. 

Duvick demonstrated that a single major gene, tel'med conditioned restoration 
of male fertility in Texas cytoplasm. Rf, is located on chromo;-;ome 8, a few c1·ossoyer 
units from the centromere, probably on the arm. Alleles of have been found 
that cause partial restoration of pollen fertility in Texas One such 
fl'l'iility restorer originall.v characterized JJ14, an inhl'ed strain used in the pro-
duction of Corn Belt h;'brids. 

A second loeus, designated Rf.,, possibly on the short arm of chromosome 9, also 
is involved in pollen fertility restoration in Texas cytoplasm. The recessive allele ( 
at this locus, however, which is non-restoring, occurs but rarely in maize inbreds. There 
is evidence also for genes modif_ving the effect on pollen fertility of the major factors 

and R/z. Duvick has shovm that presence of ~uch modifiers i" most readil? detected 
under cool, moist, rather than hot, dry, growth conditions. 

No firm evidence has been brought forward for mutability of the determinants of 
the TexaH type of cytoplasmic male sterility. Jiany instances hm·e been reported of 
fluctuations in sterility in certain environments. but Duvick consi den: that in all these 
case,; alleles of Rf, are involved which are only partial fertility restorers. Likewise, high 
energy irradiation and treatment of seed with such chemical mutagens as acriflavine 
and streptomycin have been ineffective in inducing mutation in pollen :oterilit:-' deter
n1inantH. 

The cellular basis of eytoplasmically determined male sterility remains ob,.;(·ure. 
Rhoades showed in 19:3:3 that microsporogenesis in a cytoplasmically determined male 
o:terile maize race original!~' from Peru, but now lost, \Yas normal. He, and others, haye 
ob,:erved that degeneration often begins at about the time of division of the micro:<pore 
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nu1ize has been rnentionecL Tan de~c:ribed 

lf~n·n1onla. 111 \\'hich rnosaic don1inance occurred 
F'ler~ , describe(~ another in:stance 
re~i;-;tallt io a certain rust but a. 
bot1t rrhe blood g·roup antigens in 
demonstrated in 1}147 that in birds a d 

of i sozyn1e.~:. n1 

A dat,sieal of OY•:rdominance afforded 
due to the H b' gene, is rare in most human 
high as 1n to 20 percent in a broad belt 

indiYiduals the factor 
so. J ndiv iduals 

to malaria, and ,;o m·e at a sevn·e di:;advanta;·:e 
alh.·le i" homozygous 
common H. b' allele are 
the disease is endernic. Allison has shown that H/J' Flb' ;:re a 
u<lvantage in malarial regions over both 

The aboye show that both dominance and on·nlominnnce of 
Vl'ln·d in heterosi~. H would be premature, hm\·eyer, to eon.r: 1uc':c- that t 

ccuni- :for vigol'. Present of thC' n1echanisn1s regTdrtting 12·ene 

s1on m higher crgani~ms is limited. Is it not a reasonable That, a.~ :'ttt:diPs 
in this still obscure area advance, additional factors 
to ? As one visualize 
kinds of ;oignificance m this context. One might he widely in the genonw :wd 
the other class might be locus specific, or would affect only varticular )2Toups of rrene:) 
that exe1·t interrelated effects in deyelopment. An understandin)Y of the 
basis of heterosis a\vaits a fuller of chrommwme 

The Continuing Search for Understanding 

I \Yish to make a few remarks in closing about the general si):n1ificancP of the pal
tern of research that led to hybrid maize. In my judgment, the spectr:.nn of studit·:< 
underlying hybrid maize provides a model of the kinds of inve;.:ti;.mtions that ':'houlrl 
be fostered in the interests of agriculture. 

Hybrid maize grew out of a mosaic of theoretical and adaptiYe reo;earches that were 
ewntually translated into a new, exceedingly effective, and widel? breeding tech-

A turning point in the history of the enterprise was ,Jones' im-ention in 1D18 

of the double cross method of using inbred lines. Jones demonstrated that the UC'e 
of double crosses controlled heterosis could be used in the of hybrid seed on 
a commercial scale. As a result hybrid maize breeding was undertaken at numerouC' 
centers in the decade that followed and, by the middle 19:30's, h~'brids were rapid]~- te-

open pollinated varieties throughout the Cnited States' Corn Belt. 
Invention of the double cross, however, was only the ,;tep that started the fon1anl 

economic march of the new form of maize. The concept and rationale of the 
already had emerged from the studies on the genetic effects of inbret>ding m:d cross
breeding originating with Darwin, Mendel and ,Johannsen, and markedly advanced 
Shull and East. Shull and East correctly inteqlreted the effects of self- and cros:<-fc·r
rilization in a naturally cross-fertilized species in J\Iendelian terms and also proyed, on 
a nursen· basis, applicability of the coneept of controlled heterosis to maize breeding. 
The researches involved thus ranged from inquiries that had no other purpose initially 
than a fuller understanding of certain natuml phenomena for the "ake of such under-



utilitarian studies undertaken in re:sponse 1.0 the needs of breeder:', 
u~ers of maize. 

research often are interrelated and may constitute a 
t"Jficient feedback s.1·.stem. tend, l.•O\Ien:r, to be 

ucl h ities in together. The one is undertaken 
the :oake of the boundarie:' of and the other is done in order to 

theoretical knowledge a u;;et'ul end, a technological p1·oc:es::; or 
commen:ial 

These two b1·oad clas,.;es of 1·esearch usually are different 
furthermore, may experience a measure of conflict in their contacts with each other, in 
terms of attitude toward science and its applications. Such conflict is understandable. 
The problems confronting theoretical and applied scientists are unlike and the context~ 
in which they are :-;tuclied may differ radically. 

The applied scientist's problems often are not only intricate in themselves but also 
may be involved in a complex of practices from which they can not be freely dissociated. 
The difficulties of solving them effective]~· may be greatly enhanced, of course, if the sug-

action program grO\ving out of the researches is counter to already established 
economic and social policies and praetices. A corresponding breadth of comprehension, 

skills, patience, and tolerance on the part of the applied scientist is essential 
to effective work 

Theoretical scientists, on the other hand, tend to choose explicitly definable problems 
of conceptual intere;:;t that may be punmed in detachment from ordinary affairs. Thz'Y 
;.;eek experimental S~'stems to which relevant questions of their own choosing may be 
put and to which, it is hoped, clearcut, meaningful answers will be forthcoming. From 
the ansvvers to related questions of limited scope the ans1vers to larger questions are 
built. It is by such experimental reduction, or compartmentalization, of phenomena, 
follO\Wd by integration, that scientific theories are built. A. yearning to understand that 
reaches beyond the desire to control nature motivates the theoretical scientist. Spe
culative insight, experimental ingenuity, and a feel for unit~· in the natural order are 
needed qualities. The objective is to know and to understand; possible use of the find
ing,; may be left to other:~. 

All of u,; here are committed in some measure to practical pursuits; WE' seek to 
convert the results of science into new technology. The need for immediately usable 
results in some instances is urgent, and \Ve proceed to apply existing knowledge accord
ingly. This is an appropriate occasion nevertheless in which to remind ourselves of 
the significance for our welfare of science in its own right. Hybrid maize has been 
brou;zht to \Vide human use much ingenious adaptive research and the continuing, 
c:reative efforts of numerous skillful breeders. What I wish to emphasize especially is 
that it is a monumental example also of the values inherent in fundamental biological 
research and an impressive aJfirmation of the vital social function of all science•. \Ve 
are the beneficiaries in a very real sem;e in this instance of man's will to understand. 
The deepest meanings for the human enterprise of man's desire to investigate and to 
interpret natural phenomena for the sake of understanding them is well set forth in 
the following pas,;age by the distinguished ph~'sicist, Victor WeisskopL 

"The value of fundamental re::Jearch does not lie only in the ideatl and results 
it produce,;. The spirit that prevails in the basic sciences affects the whole scien
tific and technological life of a community because it determines its way of think
ing and the standards by \vhic:h its creations are judged. An atmosphere of crea
tivity is established that penetrates to every frontier." (Scientific American 218: 
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